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SECTION 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
1.1.1

Further to a meeting on 17th September 2018, Notts Sport® was invited to provide
a cost report to outline anticipated construction costs to design and deliver the
proposed new synthetic turf sports pitch.

1.1.2

This report will cover the following aspects:


The proposed location



Design options with anticipated construction costs



Summary

This report is designed to be a starting point for the School/ Community
Associaton to ascertain the potential ways of delivering a synthetic sports pitch
within the proposed location.
This

document

accurately

details

the

material,

construction

and

quality

requirements for the proposed construction of the new synthetic turf pitch (STP).

1.2

SCALE OF PROVISION

1.2.1

Ideally the dimensions of the new pitch are to be 114m x 76m (in accordance
with the requirements of a full size rugby union pitch/run offs as per World Rugby
Laws of the Game 2015).
Synthetic Rugby Pitch – Proposed Dimensions
Main Playing Area:

94m long x 68m wide

Try Zone:

Each 108m long x 68m wide

Safety Run Offs:

3m to full perimeter

Principal Playing Area: 108m long x 68m wide
Fence to Fence Area:

114m x 76m

Principal Playing Area (PPA):

The area on a sports facility bounded by the

playlines, (i.e. the area within the lines where the ball is in
play)
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Below is a table showing the minimum sizes for a Rugby field, taken from the World
Rugby Laws 2018:

1.3

PROPOSED LOCATION

The STP is proposed to be located within the grassed playing fields off Tabor Terrace,
through the existing access route into macadam car park and up to the grass playing
fields.
At this stage there is no allowance made in cost terms for the various locations within the
sports field footprint as we believe the difference in costs would be considerable. We
assume that the existing field is reasonably level with some slopes/falls running along the
length and width of the proposed footprint. Whilst this would require a degree of
landscaping and re-levelling works it is unlikely to be prohibitive. Please note that no
allowance has been made for the import of new earth to build up the levels, earth can be
used from the new building development close to the pitch.

A temporary access road approximately 30 metres in length will enable construction traffic
to reach the proposed pitch footprint. This, if it is continued to be well managed, will also
allow the on-going use of the sports field site to be completely isolated from the working
area and thus minimising disruption. The temporary access road could also be converted
into a permanent access road following completion of the facility.
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At this stage we have assumed the new STP drainage system can be connected into an
existing drainage outfall (subject to approval/confirmation). It is also assumed that any
excavated turf and topsoil can be accommodated for on the site which will minimise
disposal costs. The excavated arisings could be used to create sympathetically shaped
mounds/bunds around the STP or to offer spectator banking and seating areas during
clement weather. Such mounds could potentially be located to help provide an acoustic
barrier to reduce the noise impact of the development on nearby houses. Planting of
small trees and/or shrubs on such a landscaped mound could create an aesthetically
pleasing view for the nearby houses.
It should be noted that although we have included costs to strip an estimated 200mm of
existing top soil from the field, following a soil investigation, additional or reduced costs
may be necessary when confirmation of the actual depth of turf and topsoil is confirmed.
Given that the excavated soil is to remain onsite an additional costs would be minimal.
It should be noted that any new floodlight system being installed as part of the STP
development would benefit from having precise control on the light overspill due to the
flat glass nature of modern day floodlight lamps (there is much less overspill of light
beyond the actual STP area when compared to older type systems).
The proposed site offers what we believe would be an excellent location for the
construction of a new synthetic turf pitch (STP). Whilst by no means an exhaustive list,
some positive points of note regarding the proposed location include;


Close to changing facilities



On relatively flat ground (if existing rugby pitch size is used)



Anticipated to be nearby electrical supply point (for the existing floodlighting
system).



Not located immediately adjacent to trees (possible issues with tree roots, leaf
litter, shade)



Away from houses



Will ensure players/spectators do not have to cross natural turf areas to access
the STP (important in terms of preventing the transfer of mud on to the new
surface).
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1.4

DESIGN OPTIONS

1.4.1

Synthetic Turf Surface

As the key project goal is to provide a facility for competitive rugby training usage, we
believe that the most suitable surface is a football specific synthetic turf which is
generically termed a 3rd Generation (3G).
This long pile (40-70mm long) synthetic turf surface is specifically designed to support
competitive rugby and football standards (such as IRB Regulation 22 & FIFA Quality).
3G synthetic turf looks, feels and plays much more like natural grass in comparison to
shorter pile synthetic turf surfaces. As a result, a 3G surface can support a degree of
multi-sport use with other sports that particularly lend themselves to natural grass fields
such as athletic aerobic activities, tag rugby, fitness coaching, rounders, lacrosse and
baseball.
It should be noted that because of the nature of any long pile 3G synthetic turf, other
sports such as tennis, hockey and netball are not supported to any recognised standards
(although we have worked with many schools who still utilise a 3G surface for these
sports during PE lessons)
In terms of line markings, it is important to strike a balance between accommodating the
requirements of the School and Community Association, whilst avoiding including too
many lines which can create player confusion (similar to an excessively line marked sports
hall floor!). It’s also important to bear in mind that too many inlaid line markings can
create a weak synthetic grass with many joints. The cost estimate section outlines the line
markings we have included for at this stage. It should be noted that we have included for
the line markings to be permanently inlaid into the synthetic grass (as opposed to painted
on). This will save future costs for the School/ Community Association as for these lines
there will never be any requirement to re-apply painted markings when the paint fades.
Having said that, if in the future the demand for the facility changes, there is no reason
why painted line markings cannot be applied at a later date.
Notts Sport can meet and discuss the options to ensure that the right combination and
design is employed to as closely as possible to offer the best possible performance for
the School/ Community Association.
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1.4.2

Base Construction

At this stage we have based the construction design on a dynamic base as it offers cost
savings as well as performance benefits such as the superior drainage performance
without compromising on structural stability.
The proposed sub base design incorporates a specialist stiff film underlay which is fully
porous and will provide structural stability. This also helps to prevent migration of
construction materials.
The surface tolerances for football & rugby can be met with a dynamic base and so
unless instructed by the client and/or any funding body, costs for a macadam or
’engineered’ base are not shown in this report.
As you will appreciate, in all items the proposed options are not exhaustive and during
the design period further options may be considered and preferred, however, overall costs
should not be affected unduly.
The choice of base design will also be determined by the results of the CBR testing (cost
of testing is included for within this report).

The CBR testing measures the pressure

required to penetrate the exposed subgrade layer. It may be that an increased aggregate
base depth or a reinforced base design is recommended should the underlying ground
conditions not offer the stability required, and so at that point it may be necessary to
amend the design accordingly. As you will see later on in this report, we always advise
that a contingency sum is allowed for as part of any project budget to help provide you
comfort in the event that there was a requirement for such a design change.
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1.4.3

Floodlighting

An effective floodlighting system is key to maximising the usage & economic
sustainability of any synthetic pitch. Developments in floodlighting design and technology
in recent years have helped to overcome planning restrictions, even in the most sensitive
site locations.
The following table summarises the WRU recommendations as per ‘The Facilities Guidance
Note 8”



‘LUX’ is the measurement of light. It is the unit of illuminance per m2



‘Uniformity’ is the spread of light over the pitch area)

If the facility is designed to be utilised for any WRU affiliated league/cup competitions
(this may/may not be applicable for this facility), these competitions will specify the
minimum level of lighting they require. If this is the case, as part of the development of
this project it will be necessary to decipher the competitions that the teams using the
facility will be competing in, and alter the design accordingly.
In the event that there are no requirements stated, for a facility being used for full size
matches the WRU advise a minimum maintained average illumination level of 200 LUX*
with Uniformity** (min/ave) >0.6.
For a full size pitch which is being designed to cater for several small sided pitches across
the main pitch width, it may also be advisable to ensure that the floodlighting system is
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capable to allow part illumination of the pitch (i.e. half pitch or pitch thirds). This will help
to minimise running costs. Such part illumination of the main pitch to enable
training/small sided matches should provide a minimum maintained average illumination
level of 120 LUX
Lighting should provide uniform illuminance over the pitch. Consideration should be given
to limiting the visual obstruction of floodlighting columns for any watching spectators.
Access should be considered to facilitate future maintenance of the floodlight system.
Ensuring there is an adequate electrical supply to support the new system is also
important – for the purposes of this report we have based things on there being an
adequate supply within 50 linear metres of the new STP.
Notts Sport can assist with these, and other considerations, to ensure an appropriate
floodlighting design is achieved, in line with your requirements, as well as the
requirements of the local planning authority.
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SECTION 2:
PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
2.1

Sports Usage Impact

This is a new proposal for an area of land currently compliant for team sport activities
which will ultimately be considered by the relevant authorities.
Whilst actively promoting the improvement of facilities and access to them for sporting
activities, the consultees require every application to show that there is no net loss of
sport as a result of the development. To provide an example, this means that if you are
taking up a rugby pitch and replacing it with a hockey pitch, the rugby use must be
replaced elsewhere even though historically it has been possible to argue that the
development is specifically for the good of hockey.
As the proposed new AGP is planned to be designed to cater for the sports being lost (&
to recognised performance standards) this is unlikely to affect planning.
2.2

Pre Application

We would recommend following the preferred local authority protocol and therefore it is
likely a pre-application would be necessary prior to submitting a formal planning
application. Although not strictly required, the pre-application process is recommended
as it will allow the School/ Community Association (or Notts Sport should you wish us to
submit your planning application on your behalf) the opportunity to use the preapplication feedback to develop the most robust full planning application possible which
tends to aid the full application process as a result.
This pre-application will determine the requirements of any external consultations and
advise if specialist consultation and impact assessment reports are required, for example
in relation to ecology, transport or trees. This will provide vital information in order to
progress the project.
A pre-application form can be downloaded from the local authority website. Following
submission of the form, the local authority will normally aim to make contact (within 5
working days) to advise which planning officer has been assigned the case and to advise
whether more information/a meeting is required. If a meeting is required, council
guidelines normally suggest this would be arranged within 21 days of the date or
registering the pre-application, with written formal advice from the planning officer
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anticipated within a further 21 days from that date. So, in broad terms it is likely that it
could take in the region of 1 ½ - 2 months from submitting a pre-application form until a
formal reply with advice is received back from the local authority.
2.3

External Consultations

Although it is unlikely that all reports will be required, the School/ Community Association
may be required to provide some of, or all of, the following reports which would need to
be completed by Sport Wales.
The areas that we feel would need further investigation and in all probability specialist
impact assessments/surveys are as follows;
1.

Floodlighting
The impact of any new floodlighting system would need to be assessed and
considered to ensure that there is no adverse effect on the nearest residential
properties or the ecology in the area (e.g. lakes, ponds, nesting birds etc). It
should be noted that any new floodlight system being installed as part of the STP
development would benefit from having precise control on the light overspill due
to the flat glass nature of modern day floodlight lamps (there is much less
overspill of light beyond the actual STP area when compared to older type
systems).
Due to the close proximity of the motorway to the western boundary of the pitch,
a detailed lighting design will need to be produced to calculate the horizontal and
vertical levels of overspill to ensure that it meets the required levels.
Further investigation of this can be carried out by Notts Sport liaising with
specialist floodlighting contractors.

2.

Drainage
Good practice dictates that full percolation testing and designs supplemented with
drainage calculations ‘may’ need to be drawn up by external consultants in
accordance with BRE 365. This is not always the case, it is only if and as required
by planning to justify the eventual drainage design proposed.
The Environment Agency has set out the following Flood Zone definitions which
are used as part of National Planning Policy Guidance (England only):
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Flood Zone 1 - land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual probability
of river or sea flooding (<0.1%)

Flood Zone 2 - land assessed as having between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of river flooding (1% – 0.1%), or between a 1 in 200 and 1 in 1,000
annual probability of sea flooding (0.5% – 0.1%) in any year

Flood Zone 3 - land assessed as having a 1 in 100 or greater annual probability of
river flooding (>1%), or a 1 in 200 or greater annual probability of flooding from
the sea (>0.5%) in any year

NB - For sites in Wales the responsibility is now with Natural Resources Wales
(not the Environment Agency) and for Scotland the land may be the responsibility
of the Scottish Environment Protection Agency Area.
The proposed location is on land designated within a low risk flood zone.

We are proposing that the new facility will require the construction of a new outfall
and, even though the land is categorised by Natural Resources Wales as being at
low flood risk which would require a flood risk assessment as recommended by the
Department of Environmental, Food and Rural Affairs (This information will need to
be confirmed by Natural Resources Wales).
3.

Ecology / Biodiversity
The proposed site and surrounds are tree lined so potentially used by a variety of
animals, birds and, in all likelihood, bats.

The presence of wood piles and log

piles may also attract reptiles and the nearby trees and hedges on both sites will
also offer suitable environments that the planners may deem need surveying to
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ensure that the development will not adversely affect the existing wildlife and
ecology.
4.

Arboriculture
There will be consideration of any impact on the mature trees that line the site
and it is likely that some will have Tree Protection Orders (TPO’s).
Mature trees often contain cavities or hollows that offer ideal habitats for species
including barn owls and bats. Both are protected under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 in addition to The Conservation Regulations 2007.
Trees and hedges also provide nesting sites for a wide variety of birds and it is
likely that nesting birds will be present on site between the months of March and
September.
The consultees might require the design to be developed in conjunction with a
tree survey/impact assessment and more than likely tied into a programme of
replanting developed in conjunction with the aforementioned Landscaping design.
This assessment may also outline root protection areas, tree crown protection
areas.
It is advisable to seek written confirmation on whether any trees are subject to a
TPO before undertaking any tree felling or pruning works.

5.

Highways
Although the site has an existing access routes which is suitable for construction
traffic, the amount of heavy articulated vehicle movements likely for the new
facility would mean it is sensible to assume that a traffic management plan and
impact assessment would definitely be required.

6.

Noise
Due to the development being reasonably close to the residential properties to
the east of the pitches, it is likely that an acoustic impact assessment may be
required to prove that the new pitches would not affect the quality of life of those
residents. Acoustic information is often requested with regards to the ball impact
against the proposed fence design but this is not something that has proved
prohibitive on previous projects.
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3.4 External Consultation Fees
In terms of development costs, although Notts Sport work at risk and can help
facilitate these reports and act as the planning agent, the pre-application process may
highlight that some of the above aspects require a stand-alone survey/report by a
specialist consultant in their respective field.
It is unlikely, but possible, that all reports will be necessary but the purpose of the
pre-application process is to identify areas where additional information, such as any
specialist reports, is required. Any reports requested can then be included in the
subsequent full planning application.


Lighting Report – Light Impact Assessment

-

£FOC



Flood Risk Assessments / Drainage Engineering Reports

-

£3,500



Ground Investigation Survey

-

£4,000



Ecology Reports / Biodiversity Impact Assessments

-

£3,000



Arboriculture – Tree Impact Assessments

-

£2,000



Landscaping – Soft Landscaping Designs

-

£1,500



Highways - Traffic Impact Assessments

-

£2,000



Acoustic Impact Assessments

-

£2,500

TOTAL COST OF ALL POSSIBLE EXTERNAL CONSULTATION REPORTS

=

£18,000 + VAT

Other costs to be aware of….
* PRE-APPLICATION FEES

= £ TBC

*PLANNING APPLICATION FEE

= £3,000 + VAT

*Please note that aside from the fixed fees for the pre-application the above costs are
based on other reports we have had completed for or on behalf of existing customers so
these are not fixed prices but reflect what we believe to be a reasonably accurate cost
estimate.
Notts Sport can assist the School in sourcing a range of quotes from specialist companies
for each of the specialist areas required and it may be possible to incorporate two areas
into one report such as the Tree Impact Assessment and the Biodiversity Impact
Assessment as one company can do both at the same time, potentially reducing costs.
It is worth mentioning that the above fees, if required, would normally be paid by the
School/ Community Association directly to the specialist consultant (or, in the case of the
planning application fees, directly to the local authority) and that Notts Sport do not
make any financial gain from this development work. This helps to keep the cost to the
client to a minimum.
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SECTION 3:
OUTLINE DESIGN INFORMATION
Contractual / Mobilisation / Site Establishment Items

PRELIMINARIES
Undertake

management

and

administration

duties

to

satisfy

contract terms and conditions.
Prepare and publish a construction phase health & safety plan to
comply with CDM regulations.

ACCESS ROAD
Supply, install and maintain a temporary haulage road to provide a
hardstanding route for construction traffic to reach the proposed
STP location

MOBILISATION
Transport all machinery, storage containers, mobile offices and
welfare units to site.
(All offices and units to be self-sufficient)
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SITE ESTABLISHMENT
Supply and erect temporary security / safety fencing to site
compound and working area.
Supply and erect safety signage as directed by the client.
Maintain the integrity of the fencing throughout the contract
period.

Pitch Base Construction Items
SETTING OUT
Measure and position the footprint of the new facility
Record existing site levels and gradients then set out construction
design levels and gradients*.

*The slope on a surface relative to the horizontal and expressed, for
example, as ‘1 in 100’ or 1%. Also known as falls.

EARTHWORKS
Excavate the current surfacing (turf and topsoil) from the pitch
footprint*
Trim and compact the exposed subsoil to construct stable
formation level.
Commission CBR testing to formation level.
Dispose all turf and topsoil at a location to be agreed on site.

*It is assumed that the general thickness of the existing topsoil
surface is 200mm
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LANDSCAPING
Grade site-won &, if necessary, imported topsoil to neatly marry
the new STP into the surrounding land.
Cultivate and over seed topsoil for future grass reinstatement.

GEOTEXTILE
Supply / install standard geotextile membrane* to formation layer
and into all drainage channels.

*A man-made fibre made into semi-permeable textile sheets and
installed over the formation level to ensure separation of base
stone aggregates from underlying materials whilst allowing water to
pass and also offering a degree of load-bearing ability.

DRAINAGE SCHEME*
Supply / install perforated UPVC pipes to full pitch perimeter.
Supply / install perforated UPVC pipes laterally across the pitch.
Supply / install 1no. inspection chamber, junctions and roddingeyes.
Supply / install solid pipe connecting to the outfall point.

*A new network of underground drains, comprising perforated
UPVC piping, will collect water permeating through the pitch
construction and playing surface. The drains will be directed into
the outfall.
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PERIMETER EDGINGS*
Supply

/

install

single

concrete (PCC)

edgings

in

concrete

foundations to the external synthetic turf playing area

*This traditional retention detail produces a cost effective edge
detail that in secure and supervised areas will provide adequate
retention. If security or vandalism is a concern then a double kerb
edge can be considered.

DYNAMIC PITCH BASE*
Supply / install 250mm (assumed depth) granular stone comprising select angular, free-draining, frost
resistant aggregates. This includes a blinding layer of smaller sized aggregate to provide the appropriate
grade.
*The term 'dynamic base' applies to the base composition of a sports pitch construction where the
structural layers supporting the synthetic turf consist consolidated and levelled granular select stone
aggregates in differing layers according to the size and range of the individual particles. Also known as an
‘unbound’ base.
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Specialist Underlay
Layer installed between the unbound pitch base and the final playing surface
SPECIALIST STIFF FILM UNDERLAY
A specialist needlepunched stiff film underlay consisting of
non-degradable polyester
The fabric is a stiffened structure to help to ensure a stable
base on which to install the new 3G turf. This ensures no
disturbance occurs to the underlying aggregate, particularly
important during the 3G turf installation process.
Other benefits include;


Prevents contamination between construction layers.



Prevents migration of construction layers.



Needle-punched construction allows uniform pore
spaces in the fabric, thus increased drainage
capabilities are produced.



Provides increased load bearing capabilities in the
overall stability of the system.



Reduces compaction of the particulate infill within the
synthetic grass surface.

Performance Control Layer / Shockpad Options
A shock-pad is a resilient layer introduced between the pitch base and playing surface to
provide a degree of comfort to players and to create defined playing characteristics for
specific sports.
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SHOCKWAVE ECOBASE SYSTEM
A combined upper base & shockpad layer that enhances load-bearing characteristics and provides specialist
performance for Football & Rugby.
Benefits:


Meets World Rugby / FIFA / GAA / Rugby League performance standards



Maximises player comfort for a through specialist product research and design for compliant Football, Rugby
(Union & League) and GAA performance – Maximises your potential income streams rather than just from
football



Long term (30yr) performance warranty – Long term peace of mind for you as a customer



Thermically stable performance with insulating properties – less prone to frost so fewer cancellations



Shorter construction periods – your pitch will be ready for use and generating income faster



Environmentally friendly – We will be able to halve the amount of quarried aggregates and in turn reduce 150+
lorry movements on and to site



100% Recyclable – The product will be recycled in Northampton (nearest location with others around the UK)



Cutting edge technology – You can be an early recipient of Shockwave EcoBase



High capacity veritical & lateral drainage performance – creating a SuDS compliant design



Cost neutral capital costs but with significant facility life cost savings – 30year warranty means that there will be
no need to replace the shockpad during the life of 2-3 surfaces.
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Synthetic Turf Surface
TUFTED MANUFACTURED SAND & RUBBER FILLED 3 rd GENERATION TURF WITH PLAYING LINES
Description: A high-quality 60mm pile height sand and rubber filled synthetic turf surface manufactured from
tufted fibres with a three layer backing coated with latex to provide stability. The pile of the carpet is
partially sand-filled while the remaining pile is filled with loose rubber crumb to provide player comfort and
performance characteristics for rugby & football.
Benefits:
The surface is specifically designed to replicated real turf as closely as possible and therefore to allow the
players to wear studded footwear.


Ideal for rugby and football as the surface can withstand a studded boot.



Only type of fully synthetic surface that complies with requirements for competitive football.



The rubber infill allows the players to slide with less risk of carpet burns and abrasions.



Aesthetically the area will look as much like real turf as possible.



Can support a degree of multi-sport use with sports that particularly lend themselves to natural grass
fields such as aerobic activities, fitness coaching, rounder’s, lacrosse, baseball and cricket practice
(with an additional playing mat).
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Perimeter Fencing Options
It is normal for a synthetic turf pitch to be enclosed by perimeter fencing, primarily to retain the
ball during play. Fencing also offers security to the playing surface. For extra strength, or where
play is to be ‘off’ the fence (such as in some small sided football games), the design can also
feature a rebound capability, typically the lower 1.2m section of the fenceline. The rebound
feature would then be surmounted with steel mesh fixed to a durable post system. The
perimeter fencing design is completed with gates for player access/ball retrieval and
maintenance operations. Gates can have a removable lintel above to allow ambulance access on
to the pitch in case of serious player injury.
PANELLED RIGID MESH FENCING
(rigid panel fencing is advisable given the facility will be
predominantly for football)
Powder coated steel wires (6mm dia) formed into
200 x 50mm aperture with additional horizontal
wire to strengthen the mesh.
This can include a strengthened rebound panel to
the lower section of the fence (normally to 1.2m
high).
4.5m overall height.
Mounted onto rectangular hollow section (RHS)
steel post system (powder coated).
1 no. double leaf maintenance gate.
3 no. single leaf player gates.

NB – Anti rattle fixings/ rubber dampeners can be
Installed to help reduce noise impact of balls
striking
the fenceline
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Reinstatement Item
Make good all disturbed areas, cultivating and over seeding as
necessary if grass.
Remove temporary security fencing.
Remove steel storage container, welfare facilities and site office.
Remove all machinery from site.
Remove temporary access road (unless being left in place or
being upgraded to a permanent access road)
Leave site is a tidy condition that is acceptable to the client.

Equipment
SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Supply and install self-weighted equipment consisting of -Socketed Rugby Posts (1 set- i.e. 2Nr)
-Full Size 11v11 Football goals (1 sets – i.e. 2 Nr)
-Small sided 5v5 football goals (4 sets – i.e. 8 Nr)

All football goals to be high quality integral weighted aluminium
type, to appropriate industry safety standards.
This design is superior to older goal types that
incorporate separate counterbalance weights fixed to rear
of the goals

Contingency
An agreed provisional sum (usually 5% of project total) included within the tender documents and appearing
within returned bids to be used, or used in part, at the discretion of the client during the execution of the
works to cover unforeseen eventualities.
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SECTION 4:
PRE TENDER COST ESTIMATE
PROJECT WORKS

DESCRIPTION

SUM

Construction of 1no. World Rugby & FIFA compliant 3G Artificial Grass Pitch with all associated features (including fencing, lighting etc) as
detailed in Section 2
PITCH SIZE OPTIONS

MINI SOCCER U7 / U8
MINI SOCCER U9 / U10
YOUTH U11 / U12
YOUTH U13 / U14
YOUTH U15 / U16

Fully fenced 43m x 33m (1419.00sqm) with a playing pitch size of 37m x
26m
Fully fenced 61m x43m (2623.00sqm) with a playing pitch size 55m x
37m
Fully fenced 79m x 52m (4108.00sqm) with a playing pitch size 73m x
46m
Fully fenced 88m x 56m (4928.00sqm) with a playing pitch size 82m x
48m
Fully fenced 97m x 61m (5917.00sqm) with a playing pitch size 91m x
55m

SENIOR ADULT & YOUTH U17 /

Fully fenced 106m x 70m (7420.00sqm) with a playing pitch size 100m x

U18

64m

WORLD RUGBY / RFU FULL SIZE*

Fully fenced 114m x 76m (8664.00sqm) with a playing pitch size 108m x
68m

CONTRACT
SUM

FTF PAYMENTS
(PER YEAR / 7
years)

£130,900 + VAT

£22,000 per annum

£240,500 + VAT

£38,000 per annum

£350,000 + VAT

£56,000 per annum

£408,000 + VAT

£65,000 per annum

£482,000 + VAT

£76,000 per annum

£595,000 + VAT

£96,000 per annum

£675,000 + VAT

£104,000 per
annum
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CONTINGENCY

5% of project costs to cover any unforeseen works during the contract period

5% of above Contract Sum

*All pitch sizes can accommodate junior rugby matches to various age groups but 114m x 76m is the smallest compliant size for a fully competitive adult Rugby AGP
N.B. - Please note that total cost includes complete Notts Sport® Design & Advisory service as detailed in the enclosed information and that the attached designs are
not the extent of the options available to you, merely an accurate cost estimate of constructions/designs that have been proven to meet the requirements.

3.2 OPTIONAL DESIGN FEATURES
ITEM
Mowing margin

DESCRIPTION
 Concrete mowing strip, 300mm wide, around full pitch perimeter to help to ease future

QUANTITY

SUM + VAT

106sqm

An Extra £4,600

maintenance of surrounding grassed areas
Site furniture

 Supply and install bootwiper brush units

2no.

An Extra £600

Maintenance

 Supply mini ride-on tractor drive unit and attachments suitable for usage with the

1no

An Extra £6,000

Item

An Extra £6,000

2no

An Extra £7,800

2no.

An Extra £3,800

70sqm

An Extra £3,900

Item

An Extra £2,000

Equipment
Rebound Panel

proposed synthetic grass surface. Provide demo/training regarding usage
 Extra over option for fence to include strengthened rebound panel to lower 1.2m
section.

Team Shelters (&  4m wide team shelter with seats (suitable for up to 8 persons)
Associated
Recessed Areas)
Dividing Net

 Include construction of recessed areas to safely accommodate the team shelters outside
of the safety run off zone to the main playing area
 Supply and install retractable dividing nets to enable the larger pitch to be split into
three separate areas

Permanent
Access Road
Raise & lower unit

 Haul road for construction access converted into a 3.5m wide x 20m long macadam
road/pathway for DDA and ambulance access
 Purchase raise and lower unit to enable columns to be lowered/raised
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CCTV

 3 camera system (camera’s fixed to floodlight columns)

Item

An Extra £9,300

LED

 Include for LED type floodlight system as opposed to standard metal halide lamps

Item

An Extra £22,000

 Employ approved independent test house to carry out test on completion to ensure

Item

An Extra £2,800

Floodlighting
Independent
Testing

new surface complies with requirements of IRB Regulation 22 & FIFA Quality
performance standards
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SECTION 5:
SUMMARY
4.1

GENERAL COMMENTS

All costs shown in the report include our complete service range provided separately and available on
request. Notts Sport® make a return on supplying the chosen synthetic components only. All other
components (e.g. fencing, floodlighting, kerbs etc.) and associated works are sourced and priced
independently by the various contractors tendering for the scheme. Our service is therefore at no
additional cost to those shown and extends to assisting in planning approvals, specification and
tendering and ultimately, project management of the construction phase.
The design suggested will meet the requirements of a high quality, IRB Regulation 22 & FIFA Quality
(IMS) compliant 3rd Generation synthetic turf pitch, allowing competitive rugby (training if not full
sized) & football to be played to recognised standards.
Please note that within the ‘Grand Total’ price indication we have included a 5% contingency cost
that may not be utilised but should be included for the construction of the scheme.

This sum is

designed to cover any unforeseen circumstances that are discovered during the actual contract itself.
We are working on the basis that the ground conditions are suitable on which to build, therefore:


Uncontaminated ground and of suitable structural stability for a new synthetic pitch



Free draining sub grade



Without services running under the footprint in a location that would affect the works

The design information has included for the floodlighting design based on similar schemes for
synthetic sports pitches. At this stage the cost is based on a suitable metered electrical supply point
being present within 100m of the proposed STP.
The costs we have provided reflect current market rates for the various elements that form part of
the construction of a synthetic pitch in the South Wales of England and are based on returned
tenders for similar schemes.
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4.2

RESURFACING COSTS

In terms of the likely replacement costs, based on current day prices we would advise that resurfacing the
synthetic turf with a ‘like for like’ replacement would cost in the region of £220,000 - £240,000 + VAT
(based on full size pitch). As you can appreciate there is no definitive lifespan for any synthetic turf surface
as longevity of the surface depends on three main factors namely maintenance, usage and the quality of
the synthetic turf installed.
For future planning/budgeting purposes we would advise to work on the anticipated life of the synthetic
turf surface as being 10 years. We would suggest that a suitable sinking fund for a surface replacement
should be available at the start of year 10 to ensure that in the worst case scenario budget is available for
a replacement surface. Although it is unlikely to be necessary, it is prudent to plan for the worst case and
then treat any additional years before resurface is necessary as a bonus.
4.3

MAINTENANCE IMPLICATIONS AND COSTS

Ensuring pitch maintenance is carried out correctly is key in terms of the longevity of any synthetic
grass surface. With regards to maintenance, we suggest that the initial construction contract should, if
possible, include for the supply of the appropriate maintenance equipment with all associated
attachments suitable for the specific surface type being installed. The cost to supply this maintenance
equipment in included in the optional extras section of this cost report. This cost includes for a
demonstration/training regarding usage.
This maintenance equipment can be used by the client to carry out the ‘regular’ procedures. This
would include spending 1-2 hours per week (depending upon usage) to carry out general brushing
and grooming that the maintenance programme requires. This will help to maintain high
performance standards and porosity.
It may be necessary to increase the frequency of such standard maintenance procedures to twice a
week during Autumn, particularly should there be any trees/ hedgerows within close proximity of the
new STP and fallen leaves need clearing.
We also suggest that, in addition to the ‘regular’ maintenance procedures, a specialist external
maintenance contract is sourced. We would suggest a minimum of 6 visits each year by a specialist
contractor (approx. £500 per visit) during years 1-6 with timings dictated by necessity. For years
beyond that point we would suggest consulting with Notts Sport to determine the surface condition
and the on-going regularity.
It’s important to mention that as part of the Notts Sport service, on-going pitch condition surveys
can be carried out throughout the life of the surface, all at no additional charge.
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4.4

NEXT STEPS

We would strongly suggest making initial contact with various stakeholders for the scheme which will
include the likes of the local rugby & football teams (junior and adult), national governing bodies and
planning officers.
As such we would suggest that the following are contacted to establish the support they would be
willing to give the project in their respective areas of expertise or contribution.
1.

Speak to the Local Authority and make contact with regards to the following –
a.

Sports Development Officers
i. To identify any strategic requirement for a 3G pitch in the area
ii. To obtain backing for such a facility
iii. To obtain information regarding potential user groups/teams

b. Planning Officers
i. To investigate the possibility of the development of pitch in general
ii. To investigate the possibility of new floodlighting & likelihood of planning
consent
c.

Education Department
i. Confirm that they are willing to support the scheme in principle
ii. Investigate potential use of prudential borrowing instead of or in addition to
external funding options

2.

Speak and obtain basic levels of support from as many local junior & adult football teams as
possible a.

Obtain indicative levels of use (e.g. will they want to play at weekends? What number
of teams would they have that would be interested in using the facility?)

b. Investigate what hourly rates they would be willing to pay for the pitch (weekends
and evenings)
3.

Speak to National Governing Bodies (Regional Development Officers) & see if they will
support the scheme.

4.

Make contact with as many potential funding partners as possible to gauge potential support
for the scheme a.

Use the Notts Sport funding guide

b. Make contact with local businesses
c.

Investigate local, regional grants in addition to the standard information provided

d. Request details of the Fast Track Funding initiative from Notts Sport (if you haven’t
already been provided with this information)
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We believe that the design offered will create a high quality facility with numerous benefits. We would
be delighted to meet up to run through this initial report as part of the design process. We can also
assist further through early stage development and consultation through to specifying and appointing
approved contractors, full project management and advising upon the required maintenance regimes
and equipment.
We would make mention that the additional optional costs include a 5% contingency that may not be
utilised but should be included for the construction of the scheme. This sum is designed to cover any
unforeseen circumstances that are discovered during the actual construction itself & we would strongly
advised in the budget for the works.
I trust this assists you and your colleagues in making the most informed decision on moving forward
with future plans for this project. If you have any queries or we can offer further assistance please do
not hesitate to contact me.
For and on behalf of Notts Sport (UK) Ltd
Tom Walton
Multi Sport Project Development Manager
office:

(01455) 883730

mobile: (07966) 858002
email:

tomw@nottssport.com

web:

www.nottssport.com
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